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						[image: Challenges of HR Leadership]Senior HR professionals have to deal with the challenges of executing HR strategies – bridging skill gaps, managing exponential growth or dramatic downturns.

In meeting your everyday challenges:

	are you concerned that a large part of your time is taken away by routine HR activities ?
	does it feel like you are being driven day by day by all that is unplanned â€“ with little control on your time?
	how many times have you had to give up on a great idea because of the limited bandwidth of your team?
	or spent sleepless nights figuring out how to manage within your shrinking budgets?


In our rush to address the urgent, we trade-in the important – sometimes even low hanging fruits, potential outcomes of small initiatives that could enhance the quality of HR within our organizations; take for example, a good on-boarding process to increase employee stickiness or an effective exit interview process. Our good intentions just donâ€™t seem to get the priority they need, or get diluted in execution!

Outsourcing helps you with effective execution of your HR strategies, building operational excellence, reducing your cost of HR management or simply taking over your operational burden – freeing you and your team for higher leverage activities.


					


				


			
				

					

						[image: Employee Engagement]Employee engagement has been a buzzword for a while now. A typical business approach to managing employee engagement has been â€œout to lunchâ€�, â€œfun at workâ€�, team building exercises â€“ a lot of hullabaloo but questionable impact.

Research statistics drive home our â€œengagement ignoranceâ€� when they report that only 31% of employees are found to be actively engaged in their jobs.

However, before launching a quick fix solution it is important to first understand the following:

a) What is Employee Engagement really?

b) What are the factors contributing to disengagement in our organization?

c) What costs do we incur in employee disengagement?

d) What are the ways to create an actively engaged workforce?


We have spent several man-hours in understanding Engagement, studied numerous research statistics and have then devised mechanisms to Analyze the level of engagement at an organization, Measure the direct and indirect costs of disengagement, and Improve employee engagement with our initiatives.

What is Employee Engagement really?

Surveys show a high percentage of people in the work force are not engaged in their work. They are simply going through the motions. Employee Engagement is a measurable degree of an employee’s emotional attachment to their job, colleagues and organization that influences their willingness to learn and perform at work. Research statistics show that:

a) Organizations with higher engaged employees are 43% more productive.

b) There is 52% gap in operating income between companies with highly engaged and not so engaged employees.

c) Employees with highest level of commitment perform 20% better and are 87% less likely to leave


What are the factors leading to Disengagement?

Careercruiseâ€™s employee feedback surveys help in understanding the current levels of engagement at your organization. Our question banks are designed keeping in mind the challenges of an ever increasing youth population in the work force. What stimulates and challenges them, what kind of rewards and recognition excites them, what do they expect from workplace relationships, what do they look for in mentoring, etc. Answers to these questions help you in devising the right engagement strategy for YOUR organization as they reveal the reasons and triggers leading to disengagement.

What costs do we incur in employee disengagement?

Careercruiseâ€™s disengagement Cost Calculator is a simple yet powerful tool to quickly get an idea of the costs that your organization incurs annually due to disengagement. This has been developed based on the findings of international studies conducted by renowned research firms. Click HERE to find your disengagement costs.

What are the ways to create an actively engaged workforce?

Our initiatives help you bridge the HOW TO ENGAGE gap.

Contact us for a discussion on engagement strategies specially managed for your organization.


					


				


			
				

					

						

[image: ]The face of Human Resource Management has changed from what it used to be a few years ago. From typically being a desk job, the focus is now shifting to strategic HR; not-to-forget the significance of managing back-end tasks. Employers are placing greater emphasis on business acumen and are automating and outsourcing many administrative functions. The HR field today recognizes the dynamic relationship between strategy, people, technology and the processes that drive organizations.

A report conducted by ‘The Conference Board’, a non-profit research firm based in New York City, says that “For 21st century companies, the corporate imperative to reduce costs while providing better service is never far from view. In their search for human resources solutions to this challenge, many find that outsourcing is becoming an integral and permanent part of their human resources strategy.”

HR Outsourcing helps companies acquire capabilities (such as infrastructure and technological capabilities); mitigate costs (by containing incremental costs) and; drive sustainable growth along with improving the operational performance and bringing about innovation. By outsourcing their HR functions companies can save huge amounts of money and be free of complications that are otherwise involved in maintaining an internal HR department. Most importantly, outsourcing HR functions leave HR managers with the time and energy to participate and focus on business strategy.

Outsourcing HR is definitely gaining significance and will only continue to grow. Focusing on professionally managed processes by experts will create long term benefits for your business goals.


					


				


			
				

					

						

Introduction

[image: ]HR outsourcing is becoming more meaningful to business. Besides providing advantages of cost and flexibility, the key benefit is that it enables the company to concentrate and focus its energy on the core business activities. HRO works well in all situations â€“ for big companies with large spread where it can reduce operating costs, improve the HR efficiency, to small enterprise that get access to good HR capabilities, best practices & talent, which they otherwise may not be able to attract. The reasons for partnering with a HRO, are as numerous and wide ranging as the companies that use them. Some employ a HRO to be able to focus on their core business, others to achieve greater operating efficiencies, and for many others to reduce costs and improve bottom lines. Each of these reasons is valid, of course, and fortunately, companies can realize a multitude of benefits, and more, regardless of the reason they may have initially engaged a HRO. With the increase in the number of corporates interested in HRO, several HRO providers have come up staking expertise in this field. The challenge faced by all the companies interested in HRO is â€œHow to identify Quality HRO Partners?â€�

For a company interested in outsourcing its HR activities, there are certain important things to be considered. The provider should reach, if not exceed, the companyâ€™s expectations. Be careful with the companies that offer the service for unbelievably low prices. HR service provider should have in depth HR experience over broad outsourcing expertise. Some of the important things to keep in mind are:

One Size fits all

HRO partners should be flexible and open to aligning their service delivery to client requirement . One standard approach to any process may not work for companies in different domain. Also as per the requirements of the company the providers should extend a comprehensive set of services. A strategic HRO partner offering would include customized talent management services, such as, recruiting, performance management and employee development, as well as tactical HR support, in areas such as policies, planning, and compliance. A high-tech HRO partner may also provide state-of-the-art HR systems and automated tools to enhance the compatibility and effectiveness of a client companyâ€™s HR processes. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a HRO partner should have a team of experienced and highly-trained service-oriented human resource professionals on staff and readily available to assist with its clientsâ€™ workforce needs that include

	Employee Sourcing and Recruiting
	 New Hire On-boarding and Orientation
	 Employee Administration & contract management
	 Performance Measurement & Evaluation
	 Employee and Manager-Level Development & Training
	 Off-boarding & Exit Management
	 Employee Policies & Handbooks
	Background Checks
	 HR Audits & Compliance
	 Employee Claims
	 Corrective Action & Procedures
	 HR Technologies & Process Automation


Experience and stability:

HRO partners should have 8-10 years of experience, strong customer references, and a consistent track record. A well experienced HRO Firm understands the possibilities and limitations of each service delivery option and works accordingly. As business grows specific HR requirements keep changing and thus the HRO partner should be able to understand the dynamics of the HR department and not expect the client to keep informing them all the changes. A well experienced HRO partner will also be aware of the threats and fluctuations that are liable to get into and know how to insulate from them. An experienced partner works as a strategic partner rather than a provider of services.

Service Records:

Make sure that HRO companies have qualified teams, robust internal systems and processes within their organization to meet their promise of delivery. The HRO partner should have proven

service records that benchmark their performance. Tactical, a la carte HR services may suit some businesses. But more dynamic businesses, that want to focus on growth while remaining agile to seize opportunities when they present themselves, will benefit more from a strategic integrated HRO partner, that provides the full breadth of HR and administrative services. Financial strength, infrastructure or size cannot alone benchmark your HRO partnerâ€™s performance. They should also have a proven record of helping the clients meet their objective of outsourcing.

Size and Diversity:

An ideal partner should have large customer base spanned across a wide range of industries. This dilutes risk to companies during fluctuations in the market. Diversification includes the form of industry, size of the employee base, and geographic location. A large customer base also indicates the depth of the experience possessed by the company, and itâ€™s ability to serve your business. Also, check about the companyâ€™s expertise from itâ€™s local clients and evaluate their relationship with them. 

Time Tracking & Monitoring:

You must monitor and review all the activities done by your HRO partner. In small companies managers can look after this but in larger corporations a system within the corporate structure must be developed to maintain all the records and monitor activities done by the HRO partner. An effective tracking, timely escalations & a robust trouble shooting mechanism can help companies deal effectively with the challenges of outsourcing . More progressive HRO partners can provide their client companies a strong time tracking & MI system that allows business owners to access real time information anywhere, anytime.

Finally, besides having a solid grasp of HRO industry trends to get fruitful results, your company needs to give enough time for choosing a quality HRO partner. When a HRO partner assumes responsibility for your companyâ€™s human resources, they must become a consultative partner that can help you meet your growth objectives.


					


				


			
				

					

						

Introduction

[image: ]Human Resources departments are generally administrative and common to all organizations. The HR function consists of key processes like Recruitments, HR Administration, employee compensation & benefits, training & development, employee performance management,  employee relations and exit management. All these activities are highly transactional and routine in nature and take away bulk of the HR time and focus. Leaving them with little bandwidth to focus on larger strategic issues. To reduce the workload administrative activities, organizations began to look at HROâ€™s. This is nothing but  â€œ delegation of Human Resource process or processes to an external service provider that specializes in this service for which they are paid.â€�

About HRO: 

Due to increased economic and corporate growth, outsourcing has become popular. It is Human Resource Outsourcing (HRO) provides various benefits to the companies to focus on their core business activities, while outsourcing some non core activities. This also enables companies to become more agile and confident while entering the new markets. Following the current economic trends many companies have become open to various forms of outsourcing which also includes HR Outsourcing.

Why HRO? 

The main reasons why companies want to adopt HRO are as follows:

It reduces:

	Transactional headache
	Cost of delivery
	Organisation time on non value added activities
	Company Risk


It enhances:

	Focus on higher leverage activities.
	Efficiency & effectiveness of processes that support strategies
	Scope and  measurability  of the process  
	Contribution to bottom line results
	Employee retention through better service delivery


Process of HRO: 

The process of HRO takes place in seven stages wherein all the required terms are covered. 
The first and foremost stage is to Plan the initiatives where associated risks are identified and project team is announced. The so formed team is engaged with advisors and then trained. Second step is analysis of performance and cost involved. The third step sets the qualifying and evaluation criteria to select service providers after screening. Stage four and five covers negotiations and SLA defining where the issues are addressed, and contracts are signed. 
Nest steps cover the detailed process mapping, and defining the process of migration. Mechanism for escalations and trouble shooting are put in place followed by transitions of resources. Final stage is managing of relationships. Oversight roles are performed poor performance is confronted and thus relationship is built.

Cons of HRO: 

HRO is not magic. One should not do it, because everyone else is doing so but with a definitive business objective to be accomplished.  The organization has to be prepared to deal with the down side of outsourcing which could be:

	Inevitability of loss of control over the process
	Going wrong in vendor selection
	Chance of misplaced loyalty and the outsourced employees may not be sometimes as loyal as hired one
	Challenges with dealing with activities not signed in the contract.


However these disadvantages can be managed if both the client and the service provider work together to resolve them.


Conclusion: 

By outsourcing, an organizations HR team can connect between recruitment sources and the performance of the recently hired employees. Trading investments and performance rankings can be connected. Provides  an organization an effective basis for evaluating its programs. Demand for HRO remains strong as the initial buyers increasingly recognize benefits from outsourcing. Further, buyers and suppliers increasingly agree that standardization is necessary for HRO to fulfill its value proposition, leading to growing acceptance of a â€œstandardâ€� solution with some degree of configurability. As implementations become more standardized and streamlined, both buyers and sellers achieve what they require and the health of the industry grows better.
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[image: ]As managers and leaders our success is a direct reflection of the success of our people. We are responsible to hire, coach and manage people who will succeed in their roles, who will grow with the company as they ultimately develop their career, At the end of the day, our success is their success. Therefore there is nothing more challenging or upsetting than having one of your team members resign. It is particularly tough if you donâ€™t see it coming and you donâ€™t have a grasp on why they are leaving. 

What are Exit Interviews & Why?

An â€˜exit interviewâ€™ is a structured process where the departing employee can openly discuss their reasons for leaving their job. They can review their employment history with the organization and smoothly and professionally work through transition details. Exit Interviews are designed to help management deterÂ¬mine the actual reason behind a personâ€™s detachment from the company. The exit interview can provide positive reinforcement of the companyâ€™s desire to remain in contact and to develop the relationship further regardless of their employment status.

The purpose of exit interviews includes:

	Uncovering possible organizational issues
	Managing transition
	Managing relationships professionally
	Providing feedback and suggestions on how to improve


Structuring Exit Interview

Don’t treat an exit interview in a casual manner or as a formality, ensure that it has a structure and purpose to it. Remember that the more you can find out about why an employee is leaving the more opportunity this gives you to make improvements to the organization to prevent further resignations.

	Ensure Appropriate Staff Conduct the Interview
	Guarantee Confidentiality
	Timing: Arrange Exit Interviews in the Final Week of Employment
	Don’t Get Defensive
	Keep a Written Record
	Summary


Benefits of Exit Interviews

	They provide an opportunity to ‘make peace’ with disgruntled employees, who might otherwise leave with vengeful intentions.
	Exit interviews are seen by existing employees as a sign of positive culture. They are regarded as caring and compassionate – a sign that the organization is big enough to expose itself to criticism.
	Exit interviews accelerate participating managers’ understanding and experience of managing people and organizations. Hearing and handling feedback is a powerful development process
	Exit interviews are an excellent catalyst for identifying specific mistakes and improvement opportunities in this vital area of management development and succession
	Increasing Employee Retention Through Employee Exit Interview


Tips and checklist

	Determine the most effective design of the Exit Interview which covers your bases on all sides of the issue.
	Begin your Exit Interview with the most obvious question first: ask them why they are leaving
	Realize that Exit Interviews should be conducted calmly, encouraging meaningful answers
	Do not act shocked or become defensive when they tell you something you do not want to hear
	Find out what would have made them stay â€“ if anything


Well in a broader perspective, exit interviews provide information about overall management style of the company. An employee who is discharged may not be happy about it, and his or her comments will have a negative slant. But thereâ€™s usually plenty of truth to be learned as well. Exit is just as important as the procedures one uses while hiring. Handled in a professional way, exit practices can be constructive, useful and improve your work environment and above all add to retention 

However, managing the process by right person, at right time, by asking right questions, processing and reÂ¬sponding to the answers, and using the information to create necessary change one can convert exit interviews into one of the most valuable management tools that a company utilizes.

Click Here for a White Paper on Exit Interviews


					


				


			
				

					

						Scenario

A large multinational financial services company is setting up their back office operations in India. They want to partner with an HR service provider to manage high volume quality hiring with focus on competency based assessments.

Problem Statement

New to the business of BPO, the Client had no prior experience of mass hiring in the region.

Careercruise Solution

Careercruise designed a process to identify skill sets in a multi-process and multi skill environment to ensure that quality candidates filter in and get bucketed. Various testing tools were developed to be administered to validate the skills and competencies. A robust mechanism was designed to report and monitor the effectiveness of the process. An upskilling program for the borderline category of bucketed candidates was set up to bring them at par with the best.

A supply chain was setup on priority to manage resourcing within defined budgets & ensure continuous hiring. The supply mix constituted consultants, print media for walk-ins and campus through different colleges. Careercruise also forged strong institutional relationships to create maintain this channel. With increasing popularity of internet and databases, the e-sourcing tool was used to strengthen the sourcing.

The launch of a two tier referral program including employees and candidates brought in a significant number of CVs. An ongoing communication and special candidate management programs were leveraged to create a pull and a strong word of referrals in the candidate community. Similarly, a program to reward and recognize the best consultants was instituted for their ability to provide quality candidates within short turn-around time.

Centralized Assessment Centers were instituted to benchmark candidates based on their skill sets and experts were deployed for candidate assessment and bucketing. Competencies were identified for at three levels – job, role and organisation specific. The assessment structure was designed to map out the competencies and assign them to role possibilities. This methodology was used to select the best fitment and create a pipeline with alternate possibilities. Careercruise continued to hire and build pipeline of relevant resources to provide just in time resources.

Onsite teams were also deployed and continuous on-the-job training carried out to create internal float.

Outcome

Careercruise had successfully been able to set up a strong and dedicated supply channel to handle peak and trough and consistently supply quality candidates converting 70% into hires. The source mix had the ability to supply within short turn-around time and also create a pipeline of ready to hire resource. Careercruise run and managed the process successfully for 7 continuous years and provided quality candidates based on the clients need.
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